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Introduction
Forecasting economic values in administrative units provides very important information for political, institutional and economic agents for their respective planning processes. A crucial stage is the choice of the econometric method to obtain these future values taking into account the diversity and complexity of real economy. Two aspects may be considered when choosing an econometric specification. Firstly, disparities in economic development and welfare within countries (i.e., at the regional level) are often bigger than between countries (Elhorst 1995; Taylor and Bradley 1997; Ertur and Le Gallo 2003; Patuelli 2007 ; see, for example, the cases of Germany and Spain), and they often show typical geographical/spatial structures. Secondly, with regard to regional unemployment disparities, policy makers need, in order to correctly target their actions and policies, to understand two aspects of such disparities: (a) the determinants of 'equilibrium' unemployment and its variation; and, (b) the region-specific and the cross-regional dynamics of unemployment. On the one hand, the need for an explicit consideration of the existence of spatial interdependence in econometric models, which is consistent with regional science theories asserting the importance of spatial linkages in local economic processes, led to what is nowadays quite a large literature of empirical papers. On the other hand, the temporal perspective of the problem has attracted less attention in spatial models, but should be considered jointly.
The spatial perspective has achieved an increasing relevance within the field of labour market studies. Some recent contributions have taken into account the spatial dimension of regional labour markets and pointed out the high degree of interdependence of local labour markets (Molho 1995; López-Bazo et al. 2002; Overman and Puga 2002) . Furthermore, Patacchini and Zenou (2007) analyse the reasons for spatial dependence in local unemployment rates. This spatial autocorrelation is mainly due to the fact that unemployed individuals may seek and find work in different areas, so that spatial interactions result from their mobility. When the data is collected at the administrative level, as it is often the case, spatial autocorrelation is likely to be a relevant issue.
The contribution to forecasting power of the inclusion of dependence across spatial units has been analysed in several papers. For example, Giacomini and Granger (2004, p. 7) , on the one hand, stress that 'ignoring spatial autocorrelation, even when it is weak, leads to highly inaccurate forecasts'. On the other hand, Hernández-Murillo and Owyang (2006) find reductions in the out-of-sample mean squared error (MSE) when employment forecasts are obtained using disaggregated data in a space-time autoregressive model without contemporaneous influence from a region's neighbours 1 incorporating spatial interaction. Different econometric techniques have been proposed in the literature. Using static spatial panel data models, Li (2004, 2006) , as well as Longhi and Nijkamp (2007) , forecast employment in West German regions, while Fingleton (2009) predicts the average wage rate across all occupations in local administrative units of Great Britain. A dynamic spatial panel data model is used by Khoodilin et al. (2008) conclude that accounting for spatial effects improves forecast performance, and this improvement is more important when the forecasting horizon is longer. Schanne et al. (2010) reach a similar conclusion comparing a univariate spatial GVAR model with univariate time series methods.
In this paper, we compare different methods to obtain short-run unemployment forecasts in (small) administrative units, and observe their performance between different countries. Our interest here is to exploit the strong heterogeneity in the size (e.g., in terms of population or area) of NUTS regions at the same level of aggregation across countries to investigate the variation in the performance of different spatial econometric methods. We analyse the forecasting performance of two competing econometric methods: a spatial vector autoregressive (SVAR) model (Beenstock and Felsenstein 2007; Kuethe and Pede 2011 ) and a dynamic heterogeneous-coefficients panel data model based on an eigenvector-decomposition spatial filtering (SF) procedure (Griffith 2000 (Griffith , 2003 . The two models chosen belong to two separate traditions: VAR models represent the mainstream (time-series) forecasting tradition, while the SF-enhanced dynamic panel model attempts to merge the panel data modelling tradition to the spatial statistics one, within a semi-parametric framework.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, SVAR models and SF procedures are described, pointing out their advantages and disadvantages. In Section 3, we discuss the spatial configuration of regional unemployment data in Spain and Switzerland, and subsequently present our forecasting experiment strategy. Our forecasting results and related multidimensional measures of accuracy are included in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Modelling Spatio-Temporal Data: Spatial VAR Models and Spatial Filtering
A VAR model (Sims 1980) can be written as a set of symmetric equations in which each (dependent) variable is described by a set of its own lags and the lags of other variables in the system. VAR models are considered as the most popular method to study the linkages among several variables with high flexibility since these types of models are not based on any theoretical structure. Restrictions are imposed to a large extent by statistical tools rather than by prior beliefs supported by uncertain theoretical models. However, this flexibility is only certain in the temporal dimension. 2 A standard VAR model assumes the no existence of spatial spillovers, for example, a shock in one region only influence the economic behaviour of this administrative area.
There are a few proposals in the literature on how to introduce spatial relationships between neighbours in a VAR framework, thus relaxing this limitation. This is due to the fact that the number of parameters which are needed to collect such neighbouring relations increase quadratically with the number of spatial units. Therefore, some of the existing proposals use spatial contiguity information to limit the number of parameters. In particular, Pan and LeSage (1995) propose to use spatial contiguity information as an alternative prior in a Bayesian VAR model. Following the same idea, Di Giacinto (2003) defines parameter constraints in a structural VAR model based on neighbouring structure, allowing the identification and estimation of the spatial VAR model. A further option is developed by Schanne et al. (2010) , based on the Global VAR (GVAR) model proposed by Pesaran et al. (2004) , where geographical information is used to include spatial connections between regions. One of the novelties (or advantages) of the GVAR model consists in the inclusion of a temporal dimension within the spatial dependence process. Some authors consider only contemporaneous spatial processes (Longhi and Nijkamp 2007; Kholodilin et al. 2008) , whereas others specify only a temporally lagged type of spatial dependence (Hernández-Murillo and Owyang 2006) .
Regarding the approach to including neighbouring linkages between spatial units, the contributions mentioned above use spatial weights matrices. Spatial weights matrices are positive, non-stochastic and their elements show the intensity of interdependence between pairs of spatial units, that is, eventually specify the neighbouring set for each spatial unit. In this paper, we follow the SVAR approach proposed by Beenstock and Felsenstein (2007) 
where W s is the spatial weight matrix. The novelty of this model is the inclusion of the spatial cross-regressive lags. They are obtained by premultiplying each temporally lagged value by the spatial weight matrix (different contiguity orders could ideally be considered). A further relevant advantage of this approach is the possibility of testing for the significance of regional spillovers by means of Granger causality test.
In the estimation stage, it is necessary to bear in mind that each spatial unit has a unique value of the spatial lag variable, and each observation has its own set of neighbouring units. Since s i ,t W y and i,t  are not independent, Equation (1) cannot be estimated directly. The system is estimated by seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR), because a two-stage estimation procedure is necessary, where the coefficients of the contemporary spatial lags are estimated using the (spatially weighted) predicted values of the dependent variable as instruments. These predicted values are computed using the reduced form of Equation (1). This is the common solution employed to solve the endogeneity issue caused by the spatial lag of the dependent variable in a simple spatial lag model.
If the order of the temporal lags is restricted to one to preserve degrees of freedom, each equation includes a constant, the lagged variable, and the contemporaneous and temporally lagged spatially correlated variables, as follows:
where 1 n W y collects the value of contemporaneous spatially lagged variables, and 1 1 n ,t W y  the temporally and spatially lagged variables. The accuracy of this type of models in terms of forecasting errors has been previously analysed in the aforementioned papers.
The aim of this paper is to compare this method with the one recently proposed by Patuelli et al. (2012) , based on a heterogeneous-coefficients dynamic panel data model enhanced by spatial filtering (SF). This latter approach allows us to account for spatial heterogeneity and/or autocorrelation both in the levels and in the regression coefficients, among which the one of the serially lagged term.
Eigenvector-decomposition SF (Griffith 2000 (Griffith , 2003 is a nonparametric solution to the problem of spatial autocorrelation in regression models. The method relies on the computational formula of Moran's I (MI, Moran 1948) -the most commonly employed statistical indicator for spatial autocorrelation -which is given by:
In Equation (3), x i is the value of the variable X in the ith region, and w ij is the ( , ) i j element of the spatial weights matrix W. After pre-and post-multiplying W by a projection matrix, we obtain:
where 1 is an n x 1 vector of 1's. Matrix C can actually be used to obtain, given variable X, the numerator of MI (Equation (3)), and its extreme eigenvalues are approximately the extreme values of MI (Griffith 2000) . Because of this mathematical relation between C and MI, the eigenvectors extracted from C represent all mutually exclusive (orthogonal and independent) spatial patterns implied by the chosen spatial weights matrix W. The eigenvectors 1 ... n E E of C are extracted in decreasing order of spatial autocorrelation (MI). Therefore, E 1 has the largest MI achievable, given the choice of W. All subsequent eigenvectors maximize MI while being orthogonal to all previously extracted eigenvectors.
When employed in a regression model framework as additional explanatory variables, such eigenvectors may account, among other things, for unobserved heterogeneity, redundant information, and spatial spillover effects, rendering regression residuals spatially uncorrelated (at least in a cross-sectional framework). A stepwise regression approach may be used to select which eigenvectors are actually significant in a specific modelling exercise. Because the number of eigenvectors increases with the crosssectional dimension, starting with a subset of so-called 'candidate' (or 'dominant') eigenvectors is convenient. This subset is usually defined according to a threshold of 0.25 for the ratio ( ) / max k k k I E I (for details, see Griffith 2003) . The linear combination of the set of k eigenvectors resulting from the selection procedure and their estimated regression coefficients is called a 'spatial filter'.
Additionally, SF may be employed to inspect the spatial heterogeneity of regression coefficients, equivalently to what is done in geographically weighted regression (GWR, Fotheringham et al. 2002) .
3 Patuelli et al. (2012) show that, in a dynamic panel modelling framework, a heterogeneous-coefficients model can be successfully approximated by constructing a spatial filter-representation of the vector of serial autoregressive coefficients, simultaneously allowing for improved inference in unit root testing. This may be done by interacting each candidate eigenvector (repeated T times) with the serially lagged (dependent) variable, thus constructing a set of new variables representing its spatial decomposition in orthogonal components. The regression coefficients associated to these new variables will indicate relevance of spatial patterns in adjustment processes. The same process can be applied to any other explanatory variable (e.g., to seasonal indicator variables).
When spatial filters are simultaneously applied to the serial correlation coefficient and at intercept level, the following model is obtained:
where k and k' are the number of eigenvectors selected at the lagged term and intercept level, respectively, and m and m' are counters for the selected eigenvectors, again for the same two spatial filters. A (standard) intercept c and an average serial correlation coefficient β are still estimated. The two spatial filters obtained provide the regional deviations from these aggregate measures.
Data and Forecasting Strategy
We test the forecasting performance of the two methods presented above on two data sets relating to Spain and Switzerland. As a numerical example, we use official regional unemployment rates at the NUTS-3 level of geographical aggregation, and analyse the temporal evolution of forecasting errors and their spatial distribution.
We choose Spain and Switzerland since two desired characteristics for this comparison exercise are verified. On the one hand, both data sets have satisfactory but different temporal (T) and spatial dimensions (n). On the other hand, the geographical size of the spatial (administrative) units analysed is widely different. The average area of Spanish provinces is about 10,499 km 2 (σ = 4,699.77 km 2 ), whereas the same for the Swiss cantons is 1582 km 2 (σ = 1,822.35 km 2 ). Therefore, the size of the Swiss cantons is lower with a high level of variability.
Unemployment data for Spain are collected through the Spanish Labour Force Survey (Encuesta de Población Activa, EPA). The data consist of quarterly unemployment rates by province (corresponding to the Spanish NUTS-3 level of geographical classification) and cover the period . Most studies about Spanish labour markets assert that 3 Griffith (2008) stresses that the SF-based approach to GWR actually provides superior statistical properties (e.g., with regard to multicollinearity) than the original GWR.
one of its main features is the unemployment persistence from an aggregate viewpoint, but the persistence of differences in unemployment rates across provinces is highlighted as well (Blanchard and Jimeno 1995; Jimeno and Bentolila 1998) . In 2006, we can find some provinces with high unemployment rates (above 14 per cent, like Cádiz, Badajoz, Huelva and Cordoba), whereas others (Teruel, Soria, Navarra and Guipuzcua) have rates lower than 6 per cent. These relevant differences are quite similar along the entire period studied.
Switzerland is a non-EU country, and its labour market can be considered to be quite different from the EU average. Although some constraints have been relaxed with regards to employment and migration regulations (Switzerland has recently eliminated immigration quotas, and started participating in the Schengen agreement), the Swiss labour market is still strictly regulated, and migration is controlled through working permits. The temporal evolution of unemployment rates is also quite different, and Spanish data show a higher level of volatility as it is shown in Figure 1 . The two plots composing Figure 1 cover comparable time periods, and employ, for each single region, a separate colour scale, based on quantiles. The underlying graphs given the evolution of the regional unemployment rate at the median. As it can be seen, most Spanish regions experienced two highs in unemployment, around 1985 and 1995, followed by a marked improvement and, ultimately, by the first signs of unemployment rise coinciding with the 2008 financial crisis. Swiss regions, instead, experienced a marked unemployment rate increase between 1990 and 1995, which lasted until about 2000. It is worth noting that, while Swiss regions all follow the aggregate trend (the lighter and darker parts of the plot are homogeneous by row), not all Spanish regions do, suggesting a possible heterogeneity in cyclical sensitivity, which could be reflected in spatial patterning of serial correlation coefficients.
As noted above, spatial interactions between spatial units are highly relevant in a labour market context, and they are often introduced by means of a spatially lagged variable. Although there are different ways to model connectivity between areas, spatial weight matrices used in this paper are based on the contiguity criterion, where a weight of 1 is assigned to the cell ( , ) i j of W if the spatial units i and j share a common boundary, and 0 otherwise. The matrices are row-standardized in the case of the SVAR, and globally standardized (Tiefelsdorf et al. 1999) for SF, because of the symmetry requirement for eigenvector extraction.
Before choosing to include spatial structure in our forecasting models, we test for the existence of spatial autocorrelation in our data, using average values per year. 4 Significant positive spatial autocorrelation is found, which suggests the existence of spillovers across regions.
In order to evaluate the short-run predictive power of the two compared methods, we devise a forecasting strategy based on a rolling window. For each model and data set, estimates are obtained using a fixed window of observations, between 1 t g   and 
Results
The forecasting performance of the SVAR and SF methods is summarized and compared by means of statistical indicators: the mean square error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The MSE and MAE measure deviations in absolute value from the true values, and are computed as follows:
In comparing the forecasting power of competing models, it is important to take into account the scale heterogeneity in the unemployment rates of each province. It is thus convenient to consider also the MAPE, which considers forecasting errors on a percentage scale, and is given by the following: 11 100.
Each model is tested on out-of-sample data for the years 2007 and 2008. Within this framework, the discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of ex-ante and ex-post predictions seems unnecessary, since contemporaneous spatial lags are obtained in the first stage, as described above. Angulo and Trívez (2010) (Model 2) forecasts which show a greater error than the one of SVAR (Model 1) may be expected to be 50 per cent of the total number of forecasts obtained. Consequently, Model 1 will be considered superior to Model 2 if Model 2 has higher forecasting errors in more than 50 per cent of the cases. Clearly, the test does not provide insights on the error distribution, but only on comparative forecasting, pairwise. In practice, what is being tested is the hypothesis of equality in the medians. The test statistic S is computed as:
where C is the number of times that Model 2 shows a higher error than Model 1's, and p is the number of forecasts carried out. The S statistic follows a normal distribution (0,1) N . When not standardized, C follows a binomial distribution ( , 0.5) B p . Confidence intervals for S (C) are obtained in the standard way from the normal and binomial tests, respectively. From the analysis of Table 1 , the SVAR model appears to show better forecasting performance than the SF model, although the difference between the two models is considerably reduced when the MAPE is considered. In any case, the numerical distance between the two models is rather small. A closer look at the heterogeneity of these forecasting errors is given by the inspection of the error distributions. Figure 2 collects the average MSE, MAE and MAPE for each estimation period and their confidence intervals. In all cases, the SF approach presents a high level of variability in comparison to the SVAR. In addition, Figure A .1 in the Appendix provides histograms for the aggregate distributions of the forecasting error indicators.
Results for Switzerland
As a final analysis on the error indicators, the sign test is performed, depending on the forecasting errors used for comparison, along three dimensions. First, all forecasting errors are pooled (for all cross-sectional units and all forecasting periods). Then, the average forecasting errors by canton is analysed. Finally, the average forecasting errors per period are compared.
The pooled sign tests do no reject the hypothesis of equivalence in median between the SAR and SF model forecasts. The same conclusion is reached when the test is computed averaging the errors by forecasting period, but the results point out a statistically better performance of the SVAR model when the average forecasting errors by region are analysed.
Since both methods introduce explicitly account for spatial autocorrelation, we may expect that, if spatial patterning in the data is well identified, forecasting errors should not present spatial autocorrelation. To test this hypothesis, MI is computed, for each forecasting period, on the prediction errors of both methods. Table 2 reports summary statistics for the MSE, MAE and MAPE over the eight forecasting periods (quarters) used for Spain. Our findings for Spain differ from the ones for Switzerland in that the SF model appears to have gained in competitiveness from the different data structure (the unbalance between n and T is now of a lesser extent). In particular, the SVAR model appears to be more competitive with regard to MSE and MAE (when the error is not standardized by the level of the unemployment rates), while the SF model minimizes percentage error (MAPE), winning six of out eight comparisons.
Results for Spain
Once again, we can inspect the heterogeneity of forecasting errors, through the plots given in Figure 4 . Differently from the Swiss case, it is now the SVAR model that presents a higher heterogeneity in forecasting errors. The increase in the cross-sectional dimension of the data set (from the 26 Swiss cantons to the 47 Spanish provinces) may be one reason for this finding, as spatial contiguity relationships become more meaningful in a richly disaggregated dataframe. Also noteworthy is the generalized increase in forecasting errors over time and in particular at the last two quarters, coinciding with the 2008 financial crisis, which had a strong labour market impact on the Spanish labour market. Figure A .2 in the Appendix provides further evidence on the pooled statistical distribution of the forecasting errors obtained for Spain. We compute the sign test to assess whether our two methods can be considered as equally accurate when forecasting Spanish unemployment rates. The main difference with the Swiss case lies in the temporal and cross-sectional dimension, since we now deal with moderate values of both n and T. We calculate the test using all forecasting errors (pooled test), the average forecasting errors by region, and the average forecasting errors by quarter. In all cases, the tests are not significant, suggesting an overall equivalence between the SVAR and the SF models.
Finally, Figure 5 plots the MI statistic computed for each (of the eight) forecasting periods. As for the case of Switzerland, both competing methods produce spatially uncorrelated forecasting errors in most cases, but the SVAR model appears to account better for the true spatial correlation in the dependent variable. In any case, the levels of spatial autocorrelation of forecasting errors, when significant, are very low. 
Rejoinder and Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to analyse the short-run forecasting performance of two competing spatial models: a spatial vector-autoregressive model (SVAR) and a dynamic panel data model employing spatial filtering (SF). We developed a sensitivity analysis in order to test how different number and size of the spatial units (actually administrative areas) and varying extent of the temporal dimension influence the relative forecasting performance of these methods.
Our empirical application used regional unemployment rates at the NUTS-3 level of geographical aggregation for two countries: Spain and Switzerland. Switzerland has a low number of NUTS-3 regions (26), which are also much smaller in areal extension than their (47) Spanish equivalents. Moreover, although the data in both data sets are collected for a similar number of years, Swiss unemployment data have a month frequency, while Spanish data are quarterly, resulting in rather different data structures: for Switzerland, T >> n, while for Spain this data unbalance is smaller, as there is some level of convergence between T and n.
We carried out one-period-ahead ex post forecasts for the years 2007 and 2008, using a fixed rolling window to estimate both models. Our results were evaluated by means of statistical indicators (MSE, MAE and MAPE), as well as a forecast equivalence test (sign test).
From an empirical viewpoint, the aforementioned differences in data structure between the Swiss and Spanish data sets appears to be a discriminating factor in terms of forecasting accuracy. The SVAR model seems slightly preferable on the SF model when the temporal dimension is much greater than the spatial dimension and the spatial units have smaller size and greater degree of variability (i.e., the Swiss data). Although not on a consistent basis, sign test results support this finding.
When moderate cross-sectional and time dimensions were used (i.e., the Spanish data), we did not find stable significance differences between the two competing methods. The SVAR models appear to minimize errors on the scale of the unemployment rates (MSE and MAE), while the SF model is preferable when percentage error is considered (MAPE). This finding is justified by methodological aspects, as the SF model computes a geographical approximation of both the autoregressive coefficients and of the fixed/random effects usually employed in dynamic panel data models. As such, it may be less efficient in estimating outliers (e.g., change in high unemployment areas), while it may be expected to provide smoother findings on the spatial patterning of coefficients.
Finally, we investigated whether the spatial patterns of the data were well-identified in both methods, testing the existence of spatial autocorrelation in the forecasting errors. The SVAR model shows a lesser number of spatially autocorrelated errors for both the Swiss and the Spanish data sets, although most estimations produced uncorrelated errors for both methods.
In summary, the SVAR models showed somehow superior performance when the time dimension was clearly dominant on the cross-sectional dimension, consistently with the underlying time-series framework of VAR models. Moving instead to moderate crosssectional and temporal dimensions, no clear difference can be drawn between the SVAR and SF estimation frameworks. It was not possible, within this study, to test a data structure opposite to the one of Switzerland (e.g., German NUTS-3 unemployment data, which were available to the authors, and for which n >> T), as VAR models cannot be estimated in such case.
